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All sizes are approximate.  As we are constantly developing our products we reserve the right of changing technical issues and dimensional deviations.

Table Cloths Table Runners

Sizes in cm Sizes in cm

rectangular square round oval for folding tables rectangular tapered edges

Width 20 - 200
Length 20 - 600

Width 20 - 200
Length 20 - 200

Ø 20 - 200 Width 20 - 200
Length 20 - 600

Width 20 - 200 
Length 100 - 500

Width 20 - 100
Length 20 - 600

Width 20 - 100
Length 20 - 600

Material*

knitted polyester, approx. 115 g/m², knitted polyester, approx. 120 g/m², knitted polyester, approx. 205 g/m², 
knitted polyester, approx. 200 g/m²

Finish

· all sides cut and hemmed
· round and oval table cloths: all sides fi nished with edge binding (choice of 10 colours)

Table Cover Table Cover for bar tables

Sizes in cm Sizes in cm

custom sizes 
available

Table Cover for beer tables Bench Cover for 
beer benches

Table cover square Table cover tied

short long long

Length 18 - 260
Width 18 - 120
Height 18 - 120

220 x 50 x 20
220 x 70 x 20
200 x 50 x 20
200 x 70 x 20

220 x 50 x 74
220 x 70 x 74
220 x 70 x 80
200 x 50 x 74
200 x 70 x 74

200 x 25 x 45
220 x 25 x 45

Ø 70 and Ø 80
Height 110 

Ø 70 and Ø 80
Height 110 

Material*

knitted polyester, approx. 115 g/m², knitted polyester, approx. 120 g/m², 
knitted polyester, approx. 205 g/m²

knitted polyester, 
approx. 260 g/m²

knitted polyester, ca. 115 g/m², 
knitted polyester, ca. 120 g/m², 
knitted polyester, ca. 205 g/m²

Finish

· individual cover: bottom edges hemmed, sides closed or seams at  
 the edges half open 
· Table cover, short, for folding tables: all sides hemmed, 
 hemmed edges
· Table cover, long, for folding tables: sides closed or seams at the   
 edges half open
· Bench cover, long, for folding benches: sides closed or seams at the  
 edges half open 

· fi xed on the feet of the 
 bar table cover 
· slim silhouette

· shaped through attractive 
 tie ribbon
· ribbon consisting of 2 straps, 
 each 100 cm

Table Cloths, Table Runners, Table Cover
Individually printed Table Cloths, Table Runners and Table Cover are attractive decorative items for every occasion. They create 
atmosphere in the twinkling of an eye and are the eye-catcher on the table. Printed with your advertising message, Table 
Cloths and Covers are ideal suited for effective campaigns at the point of sale, at trade fairs and exhibitions. Decide for your-
self: adapt your table decoration to the current season, conjure up a romantic ambience for your restaurant customers or create 
stylish conditions for a noble sparkling wine reception at an exhibition. 

Table Cloths 
The classic one convinces with your desired design. Upgrade your table decoration in the twinkling of an eye: choose the size, 
design and fi nish to your personal wishes. Whether round, angular or oval: the Table Cloths are versatile and there are no 
limits to your creativity.

Table Runners
With Table Runners you decorate every table in the matching design. Create an inviting ambience in no time at all by positi-
oning the self-designed table runners on a plain Table Cloth or placing them directly on a table according to your taste. With 
a table runner you have the possibility to adjust to new events without changing the complete decoration. Table Runners can 
be placed across or along the table.

Cover and Table Cover for bar tables
Covers are available for tables, beer tables and benches as well as for bar tables. Enhance your beer bench set with the logo 
of your favourite club, order your bar table cover to match your wedding decoration or give sales tables at the point of sale 
a unique design.

Tip:
To protect the table cloths, a hydrophobic fi nish is possible (from 100 pieces). This lets liquids pearl off - ideal for use in the gast-
ronomy sector. Protective plates in individual sizes are available in round, oval and square, printed or unprinted.

Table Cover for
bar tables

Table Cover for bar 
table, rectangular with 
Promotional Parasol

* also available as fl ame-retardant version

knitted polyester, ca. 115 g/m², 
knitted polyester, ca. 120 g/m², 
knitted polyester, ca. 205 g/m²

· shaped through attractive 

Table Cover for bar 
table, rectangular with 
Promotional Parasol


